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GLOBAL HYPOELLIPTICITY AND LIOUVILLE NUMBERS1

stephen j. greenfield and nolan r. wallach

Abstract. We consider global hypoellipticity of constant co-

efficient differential operators on the 2-torus, and prove that it is

equivalent to an algebraic growth condition on the symbol. This

is applied to give necessary and sufficient conditions that a con-

stant coefficient vector field be globally hypoelliptic. Similar

results are true on compact homogeneous spaces.

Let T2 = {(exp idu exp id2); dj e R}. If L e ©'(P2) (a distribution on

P2) define Lin, m) = L(exp (—in61 — imd2)) (see the normalization below

for functions). L is a function on Z x Z, the Fourier transform of L. We

write L ~ {/-(«, m)} to indicate the correspondence. A function T:Z x Z

—*■ C is the Fourier transform of a distribution L iff there is K > 0 so

that \T(n,m)\ ^ K(n2 + m2 + \)K. (T is of polynomial growth ([S,

Chapter 7]).) L can be reconstructed from T by:

L = 2 T{n, m) exp (/«Ö, + im02).
n,m

(This implies the normalization

fig) = (2tt)-2 f2* [ **f(x, y)gix, y) dx dy
Jo Jo

for/a function.)

Suppose P is an invariant differential operator on P2:

P= 2cuD\Dl2,

where cu e C and D) = (f-» 9/90,)*. Define P(n, w) = 2ivi=0 c^m1.

We say P is globally hypoelliptic on P2 when:

(GH) If g e C0O(P2), and Pf= g,fe D'(P2), then/e Cco(P2).

Theorem. P /s (GH) // and only if there are positive real numbers

L, M so that:

(LM) \P(n, m)\ ^ L/(«2 + m2)M,for \n\, \m\ sufficiently large.
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Proof.  When h c D'(T2), then h e C^fJ2) iff

\h(n, m)\
(*) sup   2       2 \,k <+m   for each k-

(n2 + m2+ l)K

(This is equivalent to the perhaps better known condition

2    \h(n, m)\2(n2 + m2)K < co.)
|n|+|m|>0

Suppose now Pf=g,f, g£®'(T2), and /~ {anJ, and g~{bmn}.

Then ify, w)anm  - bnm.

(LM) => (GH): By (LM), P(n, m) ^ 0 if |n| + |w| is sufficiently large.

Thus anm = (bnm/P(n, m)), \n\ + \m\ large. Since

ll\P(n, m)\ <: (n2 + m2)MlL,

(*) for {bnJ gives (*) for {anJ.

~(LM) => ~(GH): If (LM) is false, there is a sequence {(«3 ;w3)} £

Z x Z so that (»,; m3) -* + co and ^(w, ; w3)| <; l/(n2 + ttj2)3'. Put/ =

2, exp (2/2,0, + /m3-02). Then/e D'(T2) - Cc0(7'2), but Pfe CX(T2).

Remark. If P has order N, \P(n, m)\ 5? L(n2 + m2)N'2. If P is elliptic,

Gärding's inequality implies that we can take M = —N/2 in (LM). We

do not get local hypoellipticity on T2 since we only consider simple

behavior of the real Fourier transform P (see the criterion for hypo-

ellipticity on Rn given in [H]. See also [B]).

Corollary. If P is (GH), then P:CX(T2) -*■ C°°(T2) is Fredholm of
index 0.

Proof. P is continuous. (LM) implies that {P(n, m)} is almost never 0.

Put S - {(72, m) I P(n, rn) = 0}. S is finite. If/e CC0(T2), and /~ {anJ,

let iTSf be the C00 function defined by {dnm}, with Jram = anm for (tj, 772) e S,

and     m = 0 otherwise. Since S is finite tts is a continuous projection.

kerP = {/ e C°(T2):(I - irs)f = 0}. If Pf= g, and £ e C°(T2) with
tt^) = 0, then there is fe C0O(T2) so that Pf= g (obtain/by Fourier

transform from g-condition (LM) guarantees solvability). Thus dim ker P

= dim coker P — cardinality of S.

Condition (LM) is rather particular. Suppose P = D, + cD2, c =

a + ib e C. If b 5^ 0, P is elliptic and surely (GH). Suppose b = 0, and

a^Q.
If a = P/S (P, S integers), then P(-Rt, St) = 0. Thus P has infinitely

many zeros, and P is not (GH).

Proposition. Suppose a ts a real irrational number. The vector field

P = Z>! — aZ)2 is globally hypoelliptic if and only if a is not a Liouville

number.
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Proof. We recall (see [HW]) that a e R is a Liouville number if it can

be approximated by rationals to any order. That is, for every positive

integer N, there is K > 0, and infinitely many integer pairs (n, m) so that:

(**) I a - n\m\ < K/m*.
Condition (LM) for P becomes: \n — am\ ^ L/(n2 4- m2)M. Or

I a — n\m\ ^ Lj(n2 + m2)Mm. By adjusting L we can suppose

L/(n2 + m2)Mm < 1 for \n\ + \m\ > 0. We need only consider |a — n/m\ < 1.

So n and m have the same order, and condition (LM) (with suitable

change of L) becomes: |a — n\m\ ^ L/m2M+1, for some M, L > 0.

It is now clear that (LM) is equivalent to a not a Liouville number.

Remark. Thus we have vector fields which are globally hypoelliptic

but (since they are real vector fields) certainly not locally hypoelliptic.

They are connected with the closed divergences of C. S. Herz [ZJ.
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